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H2ME is the flagship EU funded initiative for light duty 
FCEVs and HRS in Europe

▪ These activities have received funding from the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking (FCH JU). This Joint 
Undertaking receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, 
Hydrogen Europe Research and Hydrogen Europe.

▪ The initiative is part of a family of projects funded by the European Commission to further Europe’s capability in the 
sector. 

▪ H2ME will significantly expand the European hydrogen vehicles fleet and stations network and in so doing, aims to 
confirm the technical and commercial readiness of vehicles, fuelling stations and hydrogen production techniques.



Activities under the H2ME initiative are part of a much larger 
vehicle and HRS rollout in Europe

Pre-commercial demonstration  

projects – early TRL
Transition to commercial 

deployment

▪ To date, the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU) has funded the majority of the R&D and 
demonstration projects supporting the deployment of light duty and heavy-duty fuel cell electric vehicles and the 
associated infrastructure in Europe. 

▪ The successive projects have allowed the sector in Europe to progress towards pre-commercialisation levels.

FCEV: Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles
HRS: Hydrogen Refuelling Stations
TRL: Technology Readiness Levels
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First small scale demo projects for HRS, 
passenger cars & buses

Pre-commercial deployment with hundreds of HRS,
passenger cars & buses

First small scale demo projects for trucks

Light duty 
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Heavy duty 

vehicle 

demonstration



The H2ME initiative will deploy >1.400 FCEVs and >45 HRS 
across 10 countries by the mid-2020s

1st commercial 

generation FCEVs 

2nd commercial 

generation FCEVs 

HRS deployment

> 1.400 cars, and vans    > 45 HRS

9 HRS with all stations receiving 
hydrogen from decentralised 

electrolyzers

13 HRS in France 
including 7 with on-site 

electrolysis

20 HRS operational with green or 
low carbon hydrogen delivered 

for ~ 40% of the stations   

6 HRS including 5 
with on-site 
electrolysis

Increased number of suppliers, 

3rd generation FCEVs, EU wide HRS 

network

2022

The initiative is well underway with deployment of vehicles and stations to continue until 2022.  

2015



A range of FCEV applications have been tested in the project, 
with a range of different needs

The vehicles deployed as part of the H2ME initiative cover a wide range of end-user applications, the main examples are 
listed below. 

▪ Private users
▪ Taxi fleets e.g. Hype taxis, Green Tomato Cars
▪ Emergency services e.g. London Metropolitan 

Police Service, La Manche Fire Service
▪ Ridesharing fleets e.g. Clevershuttle

▪ Business mobility solutions e.g. Alphabet
▪ Local governmental organisations e.g. City of 

Copenhagen
▪ Delivery services e.g. DHL, La Poste
▪ Utility fleets: water companies; energy 

companies e.g. Engie Cofely



1. Assuming mix of 50% SMR and 50% wind electrolysis-derived hydrogen

2. Assuming electrolysis-derived hydrogen

3. Assuming wind electrolysis-derived hydrogen

▪ Vehicles have reported a total of 14.5 million km 
driven since the first vehicles were deployed.

▪ Up to 594 km of driving range. 

▪ Reached 100+km/1kg hydrogen.

▪ Average availability is effectively 99%+ for all FCEV. 

▪ Daily distance covered for 500-550 km reported.

The experience from real-world operation shows the vehicles have zero 

emissions and are suitable for commercial roll-out

▪ The vehicle emit no local pollutants

▪ The project has shown that FCEV achieve significantly 
lower WTW CO2 emissions than diesel or gasoline 
vehicles even if using fossil (Steam Methane 
Reforming) -derived hydrogen.

▪ Emission savings compared to diesel or gasoline 
vehicles are increased even more significantly when 
using or green hydrogen.

Countries have different electricity generating mixes with CO2 emissions 
resulting from the amount of renewables/low carbon generation employed
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HRS and network validation

▪ H2ME HRS have dispensed 147 tonnes of hydrogen (H2) 
in 68 000 refuelling events since March 2016. 

▪ The most utilised HRS in the project alone has 
dispensed 53 tonnes H2 since Q3 2017 due to usage 
from taxis. The best HRS loading is at 45% capacity.

▪ The average availability for HRS is >95% and the best 
performing HRS have been available for 99.9% of the 
year.

▪ Stations are able to deliver fast fills back-to-back. The 
average time spent stopped at the refueller is typically 
under five minutes.

▪ No major safety incidents have been reported.

State of the art stations have demonstrated reliability but building redundancy 
in the network is key for preparing the commercial roll-out

H2: Hydrogen
1 Based on analysis of time vehicles were stopped while visiting HRS in Paris. 98% of refuels involve the vehicle being stopped at the refuelling point for less than ten minutes.

▪ Current HRS provide a good foundation for early 
deployments but the limited infrastructure networks 
and the early challenges with reliability can prevent the 
full operational advantages of FCEVs being realised.

▪ 60% of the HRS to be deployed in H2ME will be
delivering green or low carbon H2 at the pump.

▪ The proportion of green H2 dispensed at the
H2ME HRS has increased over time,
demonstrating both the ability and motivation
to move towards greener production methods.

Green and low carbon H2



Emerging conclusions: Technology readiness and business cases 
show a path towards commercialisation

▪ Drivers and operators have a high opinion of the 
vehicles’ performance.

▪ Viability and practicality of FCEVs in meeting the 
needs of a range of existing vehicle users has been 
demonstrated. 

▪ Several countries now have hundreds of FCEVs in 
operation, with 100 vehicles in fleets in high 
mileage applications. 

▪ The growth in demand for FCEVs in these 
applications demonstrates that they can meet 
these needs and offer an attractive customer 
proposition when compared with other zero 
emission options.

▪ The main drawback was the purchase or lease price 
of the vehicle and H2 price – both of these will 
improve with increase scale , but 
commercialisation support is likely needed near 
term.

Based on your first experience of FCEVs as a fleet operator, 
which of the following do you think have to be improved before 
they would be suitable for your organisation?

Were 

satisfied with 

the overall 

vehicle 

performance

Were 

satisfied 

with the 

vehicle 

reliability

Noted 

improvements 

are required to 

increase the 

number of 

models

Noted 

improvements are 

required on the 

purchase/lease 

price of the vehicle

Technology readiness, business case and customer proposition

83% 74%

87% 73%

CONCLUSIONS: H2ME has confirmed hydrogen FCEVs are able to meet the operational needs

of a wide range of users, but the business cases still requires support as the industry scales up.



▪ The H2ME project has identified applications where FCEVs could become the most suitable zero emission options 
due to specific operational needs – generally long range heavy use applications

There is an increasing convergence of strategies and focus on 
higher utilisation rates and scaling up

Identification of sweet spots for early adoption of FCEVs

▪ For example, an analysis from the ZEFER project found that for high mileages applications such as taxis, and with H2

at €7,5/kg, FCEVs can reach parity with petrol/diesel hybrids in the next 5 years.
▪ It is likely that the early markets for FCEVs will be in these heavy-use applications (and in larger heavier vehicles such 

as buses and trucks). 

▪ Nationwide networks are in place in Germany and Denmark, but utilisation is currently low relative to capacity, and 
are not sufficient to support a long-term business case. 

▪ Clusters of a number of heavy-use fleets provide an attractive business case for starting local networks of HRS. 
▪ The expansion of hydrogen refueling infrastructure will rely on a smart approach to scaling up demand. Strategies 

including loading of stations with a range of local vehicle users, with a mix of heavy duty and heavy use vehicles are 
being developed e.g. buses and trucks, in concert with local taxi or first responder fleets.

H2 mobility rollout strategies 

CONCLUSIONS: business cases are emerging, but facilitating options for scaling up is required to 

make the economies work.



Recommendation: A clear policy push with financial support is 
needed to prepare for the commercial roll-out

▪ The H2ME  has shown that FCEVS and HRS are ready for commercial rollout and can meet customers’ expectations. 
▪ With increasing needs for zero emissions mobility solutions to achieve environmental targets, and economics 

expecting to improve rapidly at scale, there is a strong case to support the commercial rollout for hydrogen mobility. 

Light duty FCEVs and HRS are a valid proposition



▪ At the European level, upcoming revisions to the regulatory framework present a key opportunity e.g. Alternative 
Fuel Infrastructure Directive, Renewable Energy Directive, CO2 emissions standards for cars, vans and heavy duty, 
but also Eurovignettes, Energy Taxation Directive, etc.

▪ Well coordinated support is needed, to underpin the roll-out and further technological advancements through R&D 
e.g. Next Generation EU recovery plan, CEF, Horizon Europe, Clean Hydrogen for Europe, EIB, etc. 

▪ Incentives to be applied at the national level could include purchase grants and tax exemptions i.e. policies similar 
to those applied to battery electric vehicles. 

▪ Support applied per unit (kg) of hydrogen sold, similar to feed in tariffs which were applied to stimulate early 
renewable energy uptake.

▪ Transport strategies and policies should give equal treatment to all zero emission options. The subsidy levels should 
account for the current lower maturity of FCEVs compared to others.

▪ This will unlock demand from vehicle operators and bring market confidence to vehicle suppliers.

Recommendation: A clear policy push with financial support is 
needed to prepare for the commercial roll-out

Policy push and financial support

CONCLUSIONS: Demand for FCEVs is growing, driven by increasingly ambitious emissions targets but 

support is required to unlock market confidence
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